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In this eBook, you’ll learn about why you should 
be measuring certain metrics within your email 
marketing campaigns and how to measure them. 
After all, without measurement, you’ll never know 
what to change to improve your campaigns.
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AgencyBloc helps life and health insurance 
agencies grow their business by organizing 

and automating their operations using a 
combination of an industry-specific CRM, 
commissions processing, and integrated 

marketing automation.

What is 
                    ?

Start organizing, automating & 
growing your agency right now!

https://www.agencybloc.com/schedule-demo/?utm_source=page-3&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=9-email-metrics-ebook


Why Email Metrics?
Digital marketing is a game of numbers, and 
that is especially true with email marketing. This 
is something that those of you coming from 
traditional marketing may have a harder time 
with because traditional marketing is not as 
data-driven—it’s more of a “go with your gut” 
type of approach simply because there aren’t 
always a way to measure your results. Take 
billboard ads, for example. You can measure 
the traffic that drives by it every day, but there 
isn’t really a way to measure how many people 
actually saw your ad or how many acted upon it. 
However, with email marketing, there is a way to 
measure everything, and without measurement, 
your email campaigns are unlikely to improve. 
Worse yet, you could be continuing to invest 
resources in something that isn’t working at all. 
So, we want to provide some guidance on which 
email marketing metrics to track and how to 
track them.
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Open Rate
What it is:
You can look all over and find different definitions for email 
open rate but let’s just stick with the basics: 

opened emails/sent emails = open rate

Why it matters:
• Find out what content your audience is most and least 

interested in
• Make sure you’re engaging your audience with valuable 

emails
• Be sure you’re trusted resource
• Make changes when open rates decline

How to measure it:
This is a simple calculation that should be shown to you in 
your email service provider or agency management system. 
Check out the example below of a graph inside AgencyBloc 
displaying the open rate over a given time period:
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Click Rate
What it is:
Click rate is a standard metric that simply calculates the 
percentage of unique clicks your emails receive per emails 
sent. 

# of unique clicks/# of emails sent = click rate

Why it matters:
Click rate is the ultimate gauge of engagement. You can have 
high open rates but if no one is clicking the links in your 
emails then they aren’t following your calls-to-action and 
you’re simply wasting their time (assuming that your emails 
call for recipients to click on links).

How to measure it:
This is another very standard metric that almost any email 
service provider or agency management system is going to 
report back for you. Understanding your overall click rate 
across all emails sends is important and may need some 
extra manipulation outside of your software of choice. Note: 
it’s also important to understand which links people are 
clicking on. Check with your email service provider or agency 
management system to find out if tracking URLs is possible.
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List Size
What it is:
List size is the number of email recipients who are 
successfully receiving your emails. This does not include 
bounced emails. Think of it as the number of emails 
delivered rather than the number of emails sent.

Why it matters:
A growing list is a good sign and means that your marketing 
efforts are working and people are taking notice of your 
content. If your list size starts to decline you can find out 
exactly when it starts to decline if you’re tracking your 
list size every time you do a mass send. This will help you 
pinpoint any changes that could have resulted in a declining 
list size.

How to measure it:
In your email service provider or agency management 
system, this should be a standard number that is given to 
you. Below is an example from AgencyBloc of the difference 
between Emails Sent and Delivered:
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Subject Line Length
What it is:
This is the number of characters in your subject lines.

Why it matters:
This may seem like a weird metric to track, but it can 
certainly have an impact on open rate and even click rate. 
There are all kinds of studies and research about the impact 
of subject line length on open rate & click rate. You can read 
some of the research here. The best way to understand the 
impact of your subject line length is to track your emails and 
compare the results. 

How to track it:
This might not be a standard metric that is given to you by 
default in your email service provider, but it can be easily 
tracked. Simply create a spreadsheet and list all of your 
email subject lines in one column (you should be able to 
easily retrieve a list of your past email sends and their 
subject lines). Then, in a column right next to that type the 
following function: =LEN(text). For “text” choose the cell with 
the subject line content in it. When you combine this data 
with open rates and click rates you can see which subject 
lines resulted in the highest open and click rates. Track it 
over time to see trends but don’t be afraid to try different 
lengthed subject lines from time to time.
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Day of the Week
What it is:
This is simply which day of the week you sent your emails.

Why it matters:
When tracking this metric over time you will find out which 
days result in the best results for your audience. As your 
audience (list) grows you may find that this changes, so it’s 
important to continue tracking it even after finding out your 
best day.

How to track it:
As with subject line, this is data that you should be able to 
pull from your email service provider or agency management 
system and compile into a spreadsheet. You’ll want to list 
all of your email sends by day of the week and include open 
and click rate. You can then get the average open rate & 
click rate for each day of the week using a simple function: 
=AVG(text). Here’s an example of that:
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Time of Day
What it is:
This is simply the time of the day that you sent your emails.

Why it matters:
Like day of the week, time of day is important to track in 
order to optimize your email sends. Your audience is unique 
and has different things going on at different times of the 
day. Don’t assume you know when the best part of the day 
is to send to your audience - do some simple calculations 
and find out. This will increase your engagement with your 
audience.

How to track it:
This may be a little bit trickier to track, but as long as you can 
get the data it’s not hard at all. Assuming you can gather the 
exact time that you sent your mass emails you’ll just include 
them in your spreadsheet next to the subject line, day of 
week, open rate, click rate, etc. Now, once you have each 
email listed in your spreadsheet sort it by open rate. Look at 
your top 5 or top 10 emails based on open rate. 
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Bounce Rate
What it is:
Bounce rate is the percent of emails you sent that bounced. 
A bounce is when a sent email cannot be delivered to the 
recipient’s inbox. 

# of bounces/# of emails sent = bounce rate

Why it matters:
Keeping your bounce rate low and consistent is an important 
part of list hygiene. If you see your bounce rate climbing 
it could mean a number of things including bad data, 
old emails, etc. Most email service providers and agency 
management systems will have acceptable bounce rate 
thresholds. 

How to track it:
Your email service provider or agency management system 
will have a threshold for an acceptable bounce rate. Make 
sure you know what the acceptable rate is to prevent getting 
your account locked or turned off. 
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Unsubsribes (opt-outs)
What it is:
Opt-outs are the number of people who unsubscribe from 
your list per email send.

Why it matters:
A spike in opt-outs is a good indicator that the email you sent 
was not in line with what your audience wants to receive 
from you or you are sending too many emails. However, 
occasional opt-outs are nothing to be worried about. Think 
of it this way: you want people who are genuinely interested 
in your product or content to be reading your emails. In this 
case, quality readers is always better than quantity.

How to track it:
This is another metric that you should be able to gather 
from email service provider or agency management system. 
You can either track the actual number of opt-outs or the 
percentage.

% opt-outs = # of opt-outs/# of emails sent
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Spam Rate
What it is:
Spam rate is simply the percentage of people who mark your 
email as spam from the list you sent to. Sometimes email 
service provider’s will automatically mark your email as spam 
before it even reaches the inbox so it’s important to know 
how to get your emails delivered. 

# of spam complaints/# of emails sent = spam rate

Why it matters:
Email service providers and agency management systems 
rely on low spam rates across all of their customers in 
order to maintain a high level of deliverability and stay off 
of greylists and blacklists; therefore, they will require you 
to maintain a low rate. If your spam rate is too high, any 
legitimate email service provider or agency management 
system will disable your account.

How to track it:
Your email service provider or agency management 
system should report this rate to you and provide you with 
their threshold. The standard spam rate is .1% (1 spam 
complaint per 1,000 emails sent). You should simply be able 
to look in your account and find this metric.
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So what now?
The whole point of tracking email metrics is 
to draw conclusions from them and act based 
on those conclusions. But, you can’t jump to 
conclusions from a small sample of data—this 
takes time and resources. The best way to 
maintain consistency in measuring these metrics 
is to use an email marketing system alongside 
your agency management system. Or better yet, 
find an agency management system that has 
built-in email marketing tools, saving you the 
hassle of downloading and uploading email lists 
between two software systems. For example, 
AgencyBloc, an agency management system, 
includes an Email Campaigns feature where 
you can build and integrate lead forms, send 
mass emails, send automated emails and track 
the results of those campaigns. These tools 
allow you to create efficiencies within your 
external marketing communications and your 
internal workflow activities. 
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We believe that AgencyBloc helps agencies organize, 
automate and grow their businesses through the use 
of these tools within our system:
•	 CRM: Maintaining your data in a protected, 

centralized location makes it easy for your agency 
to stay organized. It also helps your agency identify 
growth opportunities by strategically using the 
data to make better business decisions.

•	 Commissions Processing: Our commissions 
processing tool saves agencies hours in data-
entry labor and dollars in missing commissions by 
automating the process.

•	 Marketing Automation: To get started with 
tracking your email metrics, having marketing 
automation tools within your agency management 
system helps you automate this tracking, keeping 
all of your information in one centralized location.

Why Use an Agency 
Management System?

Start a Free Trial of

Or, schedule a personalized 1-on-1 demo.
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